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Why Faces Are and Are Not Special: An Effect of Expertise

Rhea Diamond and Susan Carey
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Recognition memory for faces is hampered much more by inverted presentation than is memory for
any other material so far examined. The present study demonstrates that faces are not unique with
regard to this vulnerability to inversion, The experiments also attempt to isolate the source of the
inversion effect. In one experiment, use of stimuli (landscapes) in which spatial relations among
elements are potentially important distinguishing features is shown not to guarantee a large inversion
effect. Two additional experiments show that for dog experts sufficiently knowledgeable to individuate
dogs of the same breed, memory for photographs of dogs of that breed is as disrupted by inversion
as is face recognition. A final experiment indicates that the effect of orientation on memory for faces
does not depend on inability to identify single features of these stimuli upside down. These experiments
are consistent with the view that experts represent Items in memory in terms of distinguishing features
of a different kind than do novices. Speculations as to the type of feature used and neuropsychological
and developmental implications of this accomplishment are offered.

Perception of human faces is strongly influenced by their ori- ognized upright (Carey, Diamond, & Woods, 1980; Hochberg &
entation. Although inverted photographs of faces remain iden- Galper, 1967; Phillips & Rawles, 1979; Scapinello & Yarmey,
tifiable, they lose expressive characteristics and become difficult 1970; Yin, 1969, 1970a). Moreover, there is considerable evidence
or impossible to categorize in terms of age, mood, and attrac- that faces are more sensitive to inversion than are any other
tiveness. Failure to recognize familiar individuals in photographs classes of stimuli, Yin (1969, 1970a) compared recognition
viewed upside down is a well-known phenomenon (see, e.g., memory for several classes of familiar mono-oriented objects:

Arnheim, 1954; Attneave, 1967; Brooks & Goldstein, 1963; human faces, houses, airplanes, stick figures of people in motion,
Kohler, 1940; Rock, 1974; Yarmey, 1971). Rock argued that bridges, and costumes (17th and 18th century clothing from
because the important distinguishing features of faces are rep- paintings). For all of these object classes, performance was better
resented in memory with respect to the normal upright, an in- when stimuli were inspected and recognized upright than when
verted face must be mentally righted before it can be recognized. they were inspected and recognized upside down. This suggests
He showed that it is difficult to reorient stimuli that have multiple that knowledge about each class, represented in memory with
parts, and especially difficult to recognize inverted stimuli in respect to the upright, is accessed during the representation of
which distinguishing features involve relations among adjacent new instances of all of these classes. However, the advantage of
contours. Faces appear rich in just this sort of distinguishing the upright orientation was much greater for faces than for any
feature; on these grounds they might be expected to be especially other class. In Yin's studies, recognition of upright photographs
vulnerable to inversion. Thompson's (1980) "Thatcher illusion" of faces exceeded recognition of inverted faces by more than 25
provides a striking demonstration that spatial relations among percentage points, whereas the effect of inversion on the other
features crucial in the perception of upright faces are not apparent classes ranged from 2 to 10 percentage points. Other investigators
when faces are upside down. also found that inversion detracts relatively little from recognition

In standard recognition memory paradigms, faces presented memory for stimuli other than human faces. Dallett, Wilcox,
for inspection upside down and later presented for recognition and D'Andrea (1968) assessed the effect of orientation on mem-

(still upside down) are much more poorly discriminated from ory for complex scenes taken from magazines. When the ma-
distractors than if the photographs are inspected and then rec- terials were inspected and recognized upright, discrimination of

these scenes from conceptually similar distractors was 84% cor-
- rect; when the materials were inspected and recognized inverted,

This research was supported by National Institutes of Health Grant performance fell by only 6 percentage points. Similar results
ROI HDO9l79-10 and by Spencer Foundation Grant 90758. Experi- come from a study by Scapinello and Yarmey (1970), who showed
ments I and 4 were designed and carried out by David Fish as an un- that recognition of human faces was impaired by inversion much
dergraduate research project. Sara Henderson and Jonathan Naimon, more than was recognition of dog faces or buildings.
supported by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Undergraduate That recognition of human faces is more vulnerable to stimulus
Opportunities, Program, mad~ major co.ntributions to Experi.ment 2. We inversion than is recognition of any other class of stimuli has
thank Ron Wilson for help WIth Expenment 2, and Ron Wilson, Anne.. " .".
Wh.' tak d L ' beth M Ii . t E ' t 3 'I' been considered as evidence that faces are special. Ym (1969,er, an IZ oses or carrYing ou xpenmen . TYe are . .. .
grateful to the American Kennel Club for permitting us to rephotograph 1970a, 1970b) Inferred that neural specialization has evolved so
material in their archives. as to support a processor specific to human faces. In addition

Reprint requests should be sent to Rhea Diamond, Department of to the unique vulnerability of faces to inversion, his evidence for
Psychology, E I 0-0 19A, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, this claim included the fact that patients with certain right-
Massachusetts 02139. hemisphere lesions were impaired relative to normals and left-
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! hemisphere controls only at recognizing upright faces, not at do not, and airplane silhouettes do not. Members of these classes

recognizing either inverted faces or upright or inverted houses. might well have the potential to be individuated on the basis of
Yin hypothesized that these patients had sustained damage to a distinctive configuration of parts. However, the subjects of these
their specialized face processor. experiments did not have great expertise in individuating mem-

The claim that faces are special may alternatively be construed bers of these classes. Most individuals do not have representations
to imply that there is something unique about the kind of features of even 10 dog faces or airplanes or stick figures, let alone
that distinguish human faces. It would be the use of this type of hundreds or thousands.

'" J distinguishing feature that underlies the sensitivity of faces to In Experiment I we examined the effect of inversion on en-
ii inversion, not necessarily a special processor. Therefore, faces coding one additional class of stimuli-landscapes, which were

may well be special in this "special-kind-of-features" sense with- chosen because they share several characteristics of faces. Like
out necessarily implicating evolution of neural substrate dedi- faces, landscape scenes clearly afford relational distinguishing
cated to processing faces. That is, the unique problems that hu- features in addition to isolated features. Two clearings in the
man faces may present to a general purpose recognition device woods are distinguishable by the spatial arrangement of similar
might fully account for any special properties of the distinguishing parts as well as by salient landmarks. Like faces, landscapes are
features that are used to individuate f~ces. a very familiar class; individuals recognize hundreds of particular

The features that distinguish faces from one another appear spots, and encoding places where one has been is an important
to fall on a continuum from "isolated" to "relational." Relatively part of finding one's way around. Also, like faces, landscapes are
isolated features can be specified without reference to several difficult to encode verbally, and Deffenbacher, Carr, and Leu
parts of the face at once. Examples include color and texture of (1981) found the two to be similarly sensitive to retroactive in-
hair, presence and shape of a mustache, beard, or eyeglasses. At terference as compared with words and simple line drawings.
the other end of the continuum are aspects of the shape of the
face (e.g., wide-set eyes with a low forehead). Perhaps the degree
of reliance on highly relational distinguishing features differen- Experiment 1
tiates the representation of faces from the representation of in-
stances of other classes. Several considerations make this plau- The goal of Experiment I was to compare the relative effects
sible. First, most adults are familiar with thousands of faces and of inversion on faces and landscapes. We used the procedure

i are able to recognize individuals despite changes in hairstyle, originally used by Yin (1969).I' hair color, facial.hair, presence ~f eyeglasses, and.so on. It is likel.y

that representatIon of a face In terms of relatIonal features IS
necessary to differentiate among so many physically similar Method

stimuli. Harmon (1973) presented evidence that configural in-
formation alone is sufficient to support face recognition. He Subjects. Sixteen undergraduates were paid for their participation as
showed that photographs were recognizable even if high-fre- subjects.
quency information required to represent individual features was .Maleria!s. . Black and white photographs were mou.nted on ~Iain white
degraded by systematic blurring. Haig (1984) showed that per- 3-m. x 5-m. md~x cards: The faces measured 1.25 m. X II~. and the
ceivers are sensitive to tin rturbations of internal s acin of land~apes 3.25 m. x 2 m. The face~ were those used by Ym (1969):

y pe . p g studIo photographs of adult males WIthout eyeglasses, beards, or mus-
the features.ofph?tograp.hs offaces..Most.pert~nently,.Serge~t taches. The landscapes were selected from a pool of 103 photographs
(1984) provided dIrect evidence that inversIon differentIally dls- taken at 63 different New England locations. There were four types of

" rupts the use of relational aspects of schematic faces in a matching landscapes: mountains with horizon lines, bodies of water, rocky out-: ' task. When the stimuli were upright, the distinguishing features croppings, and meadows. No scene contained any man-made object.

contributed interactively to reaction times, whereas when the Within each class, some pairs of photographs were paired for use as target
faces were inverted the features contributing to differences were and distractor items. Essentially the same features were present in both
processed serially and independently. Moreover, the most rela- members of each pair; the two differed primarily in spatial arrangement
tional feature-internal spacing-was processed differently in of features: Examples of the stimuli are provided in Figure I.
upright and inverted faces. Two serIes of photographs were assembled so that one could be pre-

The experiments reported here test the hypothesis that the sen~ed to e~ch subject ~pright and the other upside down. For each series,
ffi " . . the InspectIon set consIsted of20 faces and 20 landscapes (5 of each type)

large e ect of inversion on face recognitIon results from the fact pseudorandomlym" d th t th " d I dsca. '" '" .. Ixe so a ere was one lace an one an pe at
that faces are indIviduated In terms of relatIonal distInguishing the beginning and end of the set and no more than 4 consecutive items
features. Although face recognition appears to require use of were all faces or all landscapes. For each inspection set, a recognition set
such features, recognition of members of many classes with which was constructed, consisting of 12 inspection faces paired with 12 distractor
faces have been compared does not. For houses, pictures of com- faces and 12 inspection landscapes paired with 12 distractor landscapes.
plex scenes, costumes, buildings, and bridges, representation in The first and last 2 items of each inspection set and 6 other items of each
terms of isolated features could support recognition. For example, type were not presented for recognition. On the basis of pilot data, items
a house could be remembered on the basis of a distinctive drain- were chosen so that performance on faces and landscapes upright would
pipe or fence, a bridge on the basis of distinctive metalwork a be comparable. A practice inspection series consisting of 3 faces and 3
costume on the basis of a distinctive collar, and a cemetery sce~e landscapes and a practice forced-choice recognition series was also con-

h b . f . gl d " . structed.
on t e .asls ~ a Sin e, IstInctIve graves. tone. However, not all Procedure. The procedure was that used by Yin (1969). Subjects
of~he s.tImuh that have been compared WIth ~uman faces afford were told to look at the pictures and to try to remember them. Immediately
salient lsolatable features. Dog faces do not, stIck figures of people after inspection, subjects were given the recognition series and were asked

!
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es to indicate which member of each pair had been in the inspection series. counterbalanced across subjects. Before the inverted series was inspected
of A small practice series (presented upright) was used to illustrate the forced- subjects were told that the materials would be upside down during in-
se choice procedure. The two test series were then presented. The order and spection and recognition. Subjects were allowed 3 s to inspect each item
11. orientation in which the two series were viewed were independently in the inspection series. Subjects paced themselves during recognition.
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Figure I. Examples of landscape stimuli used in Experiment 1.
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Ii Figure.~. M~jor c~nfig.urations of the pairs of landscapes shown as examples of
II: recognition Items In Figure I..-
"
,.; I
j .i Results and Discussion averaged. The resulting figure is also recognizable as a face. This
.. property, related to that tapped by Galton's (1928/1983) com-

!; In the upright condition, subjects' performance on the two posite portraiture method and by Rosch's (1978) superimposition
:;r materials was comparable; for faces 90% of responses wer~ correct test, is what is meant by "sharing the same configuration." Gasses
II and for landscapes 88% of responses were correct. In the Inverted that do not share a configuration, such as two arbitrarily chosen
l condition, performance fell to 71 % correct for faces and 79% landscapes or houses may differ in the spatial relations among
I; , correct for landscapes. An analysis of variance (ANOYA), with similar parts (e.g., th~ distance between a foreground rock and

! material (faces vs. landscapes) and orientation (upright vs. upside a background tree). These constitute what can be called first-
" down) as within-subject factors, yielded a significant main effect order relational properties. However, for faces and other classes

. for orientation, F( I, 15) = 21.67, P < .00 I, and no main effect sharing a configuration, first-order relational properties are
':!{ for material. A significant in.ter~ction of material and orientation, thereby constrained; members of these classes are individuated
I:"

,' F( I, 15) = 6.11, p < .03, indicated that faces were more vul- by distinctive relations among the elements that define the shared

~, nerable to inversion than were landscapes. A Newman-Keuls configuration. We refer to these as second-order relational pro~" ! analysis with a criterion level of .0 I showed that performance erties.

on both ~aterials was better in the upright con~ition. .. There are many classes other than human faces in which all
Inverting landscapes makes them look odd, Just as inverting members share an overall configuration. In all these classes, sec-

faces makes them look odd. The disruption of shading infor- ond-order relational properties may serve to individuate mem-
: ~ation ~ometim~s m~ke~ it difficul~ to interpret what is in the bers. Any class of animals within which individuals are identi-
" picture; In our stimuli this was partl~ular~y true f~~ scenes that fiable, such as dogs, would be a candidate for use of such prop-

'I included bodies. of water. Nonetheless~ In thl.S recognition memory erties as distinguishing features. Even so, Scapinello and Yarmey
iI, task: .the magnitude of th~ effect o~ inversion on landscap,e rec- (1970) found recognition of dog faces considerably less vulnerable
If ogrntlon (9 percentage POints) was In the range for all prevIously to inversion than recognition of human faces. Their subjects,
lill exa~ined nonface stimuli, I~v:er than the magnitud~ of the in- however, were undergraduates and had no particular knowledge
!i: versl~n effec.t for face reco~rntl°.n (19 percentage POints). of dogs. We reasoned that perhaps only subjects with sufficient
Ii: It IS po~slble that relatively Isolated fe~tures may be more knowledge to be capable of individuating large n~mbers o~ dogs

abundant In the case of landscapes than In the case of faces. of the same breed would be likely to process their figures In the
However, ex~min~tion of the sample stimuli in Figure I suggests way that normal adults process human faces. This suggests that
another possible differen:e between fa,ces and landscapes. Human for dog experts, recognition memory may be as vulnerable to
faces share the same basIc ~onfiguratlon (two ey~s above a nose, stimulus inversion as is recognition of human faces for everyone.
above a mouth, all centered In a roughly oval outline); all meadow This should not be so for novices.
scenes (or all mountain horizons or rocky outcroppings or water
scenes) do not.

Viewed as meaningless shapes, the major configurations com- Experiment 2
prising the landscape scenes are quite discriminable (see Figure
2). In contrast, as meaningless shapes, any two faces are quite Experiment 2 examined the relation between expertise and
alike. The difference between human faces and landscapes as the size of the inversion effect. Dog experts and novices were
classes of stimuli can be stated precisely. It is possible to locate presented photographs of dogs and human faces in each orien-
on any face a large number of points (e.g., tip of nose, left pupil, tat ion. We expected a three-way interaction of subject group
right pupil, bottom of chin). Fewer than 200 such points, con- (novices vs. experts), materials (dogs vs. faces), and orientation
nected appropriately, are sufficient to define a recognizable line (upright vs. inverted). For dog experts, the effect of inversion on
drawing of an individual face (Brennan, 1985). More important, recognition of dogs and faces should be comparabl~. For novices
corresponding points may be identified on any two faces, and inversion should affect face recognition more than it affects dog
the faces, suitably normalized and digitized in this way, may be recognition.

~~
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Method inverted). Dog experts were presented two series of 18 dog photographs
(I upright and I inverted). One group of novices was also presented with

Materials. The materials for this study consisted of photographs of two full series of 18 dog photographs each. In an attempt to equalize the
dogs and human faces mounted on 3-in. X 5-in. index cards. Dog experts performance level of experts and novices for the upright condition, another
(breeders and judges) to~d us that they recognize do~ on the basis of the group of novices was presented the dog photographs subdivided into
whole dog rather than Its face. Therefore, we obtained whole-body or smaller sets. These subjects were presented two sets of9 dog photographs
three-quarter profile photographs of champion dogs from the archives upright and two sets of 9 dog photographs inverted; each set consisted
of the American Kennel Club (AKC) in New York City, We used three of 3 dogs of each breed. The two subsets of each series were presented
breeds: Irish setters, Scottish terriers, and poodles, Within each breed, in immediate succession.
photographs were chosen so that the ani~als' stances and isolat~ ~is-
tinguishing features (such as degree of shine on the coat) were similar. R [,t d D . .. , esu S an lSCUSSlonThe photographs were rephotographed to eliminate background cues
and to equalize the photographic contrast between the dogs and back- The accuracy of each group is shown in Figure 4. All subjects
ground. , . . had a large inversion effect on faces, and the experts had the

A final set of72 dogphotographswasassembled,conslstlngofl2 pairs largest inversion effect on dogs. The data were entered into an
f photographs of each of the three breeds, The two members of each .. , .. .0 h be . .1 'bl 0 be f h ' ANaYA; material and OrIentation were entered as Withm-subJectpair were c osen to as slml ar as poSSI e. ne mem r 0 eac pair . . .d ' ated a tar

g et and the other a distractor. These P airs were used factors, and subject group (expert, novice large set, nOVice small
was eslgn . " - .

ffi. t form two comparable series. Each series consisted of 18 inspection sets) was entered as a between-subjects lactor. Mam e ects
us p~otographs and 18 forced-choice recognition pairs, in which a duplicate emerged for orientation, F( 1, 45) = 98.78, p < .00 1, and material
11- of each inspection photograph was paired with a distractor of one of the F(l, 45) = 25.30, p < .001. Upright stimuli were better recognized
on two other breeds. Examples of the dog stimuli are shown in Figure 3. (83% correct) than inverted stimuli (69% correct), and faces were
;es New face materials were also prepared. A set of 184 photographs- better recognized (80% correct) than dogs (72%). The interaction
en half of men and half of women-was taken from college yearbooks. The between material and orientation was significant, F( 1, 45) =
ng photographs were cropped beneath the chin to 7li~in~te :as much clothing 24.03, p < .001. Recognition of faces fell from 89% correct up-
nd as possible, and none ofthe!aces chosen had dlstl~gulshlng features such right to 70% correct inverted, whereas recognition of dogs fell
st- as beards, mustaches, earnngs, or eyeglasses. Pairs were formed based I fi 76'" .gh 69'" . ed Hh h f I fth h h d . .1 h . tyl on y rom 70 correct upn t to 70 correct Invert . owever,ieS on P otograp s 0 pe~ e 0 e same sex w 0 a slml ar poses, airs es, " ...
Ire and coloring. Two series were formed, each with 36 inspection photographs the compans~n of mte~est-~he thr:e-way Interaction of subject

and 36 forced-choice recognition pairs. Recognition pairs consisted of a group, material, and orIentation-did not approach the .05 leveled duplicate of an inspection photograph paired with its matched distractor. of significance, F(2, 45) = 0.80, p > .10.
ed Subjects. Subjects were 32 undergraduates (the novices), who were A Newman-Keuls analysis with a criterion level of .01 was
~p- paid for their participation, and 16 dog experts who were not compensated. used to examine the inversion effect for each group of subjects

We located dog experts through the 1982 AKC Directory of Dog Show with each kind of material. For all three groups, performance
all and Obedience Judges, Four judges were found, all of whom agreed to on upright faces was significantly better than that on inverted
~- participate. These four experts referred several others, some of whom faces. Experts also recognized upright photographs of dogs sig-
n- suggested still others. Th,e remai.ning I ~ experts were. obtained from:his nificantly better than inverted photographs (78% correct upright,
ti- pool. Of the experts not listed as Judges In the AKC Directory, 3 deSCT1bed .

h I . d 5 d '
bed th I b d /ha dl rs and 66% correct Inverted), whereas for non experts the advantage forIP- t emse ves as JU ges, escn emse ves as ree er n e , . . . . . .

the remaining 4 indicated a sustained interest in dogs expressed in ac- UPrIght presentation was not signIficant at either set size (forey tivities such as frequent attendance at dog shows. Ex~rts were asked to small sets 78% correct upright and 75% correct inverted; for the
lie list all breeds for which they had expertise, Eleven of the experts listed large set 73% correct upright and 65% correct inverted). Despite
ts, one (and in each case only one) of the three breeds used in the experiment, the fact that the predicted three-way interaction was not signif-
ge whereas the remaining 5 listed other breeds. The mean age of the dog icant, we found these data encouraging. Expertise appeared to
nt experts was 46 years (range = 29 to 58 years). influence, albeit only slightly, the size of the inversion effect on
Igs Procedure. Subjects were told that they would see photographs of dogs. Novices showed effects of orientation exactly in the 2 to
he faces and ~ogs and. were i?str~cted to look at each photo an~ try. to 10 percentage point range previously observed for all other non-
tat remember It. ~ach ln~peCtIO~ Item was presented for 5 s. SubJec~ In- face stimuli. Experts were more vulnerable to stimulus inversion
to spected one senes and Immediately afterward were shown the associated h d. d h . alth gh t . .fi. , ... w en enco mg ogs t an were nOVices ou no slgm -Ie. forced-cholce recognition senes, through which they then proceeded at '

their own rate. Before the inverted series was presented, subjects were cantly so.
informed that the items would be upside down both for inspection and Several aspects of this experiment made it a less-than-optimal
subsequent recognition. They were also told that two different photo- test of the hypothesis. First, the three breeds of dogs belong to
graphs-one for inspection and one for recognition-of the same dog different dog groups. Setters are judged with sporting dogs; terriers
might sometime be used, This instruction was designed to discourage are judged with terriers; poodles are judged with nonsporting

Ild reliance on idiosyncratic pictorial cues that might have survived our re- dogs and toys. If experts specialize in more than one breed, the
:re Photographing of the dog pictures, breeds are usually in the same group. Further, the breeds used
- A practice inspection set of three faces followed by a recognition set were not well-matched to the self-described expertise of these

n of t~ree ~et-<listractor pairs was f~rmed, The practice set ~ presented sub. ects; of the 48 pairin (3 breeds by 16 experts), only II
Jp UPTIght to Illustrate the forced-choice procedure. Each subject was sub- ~ h Th .. gs

b bl h al h gh hi)n ' . were matc es. us It IS pro a e t at t ou more sop s-sequently presented one senes of dog photographs and one senes of faces. '. .
)n upright and the other series of each material upside down. The order in tlcate~ about dogs than .the. ~ovlces, the ex~rts.dld not po~sess
es which materials were presented (dogs first, faces first), series, and ori- sufficient knowledge to Individuate these stimuli on the basIs of
og entation were counterbalanced across subjects within each group. second-order relational properties. Experiment 3 was designed

All subjects were presented two series of 36 faces (I upright and I to eliminate this possibility.
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Figure 3. Examples of dog stimuli used in Experiment 2.
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Experiment 3 One group of novices saw, in each orientation, the same two subseries
as did the experts. To equate performance of experts and novices on

Experiment 3 was another probe for the three-way interaction upright photographs of dogs, we presented another group of novices the

betWeen expertise, material, and orientation. In this case, however, photographs divided into three smaller subseries. Each of these series

the materials were restricted to breeds on which the experts were began and ended with a dachshund or dalmation. Two of these subseries
indeed expert. contained 3 sporting dogs and one contained 4.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as for Experiment 2.

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 16 sporting dog experts and 32 undergraduate Results

novices. Experts were given a bottle of wine for their participation; novices .
were paid. Ftgure 5 shows the performance of each group on each material

Twelve of the experts were listed in the AKC Directory as judges; of _in each orientation. For faces, all subjects showed the typical

these, 10 were also breeders and/or handlers. The remaining experts were large recognition decrement with inversion (for all three groups

also breeders and/or handlers. When asked to indicate the three breeds together 88% of responses were correct for upright photographs

of their greatest expertise, 8 named Irish setter first, the remaining 8 and 65% were correct for inverted photographs). For experts,
named cocker spaniel first, and 10 of the 16 included both breeds among there was a similar effect for photographs of dogs; 81 % of re-
the three named. The mean age of the experts was 64.years (range = .42 sponses for upright photographs were correct and for inverted

to 77 years). The experts reported that they had actively worked WIth photographs 59% were correct. In contrast novices were not
dogs for an average of 31 years, and that they participated in an average IIi t d b . t t . t .th t .

( ,,' all t 79 01

ff 8 d h h aec e y orlen a Ion a el er se size .or sm se s 70 0

0 I og sows eac year. .
Materials. All stimuli were mounted on 3-in. X 5-in. index cards. responses were correct for UPright figures, and 81 % were correct

Two new series of yearbook faces comparable to those used in Experiment for inverted figures; for the large set 73% were correct for upright

2 were assembled. The dog stimuli were photographs of champion Irish figures, and 71 % were correct for inverted).

setters and cocker spaniels obtained from the AKC archives. They were These data were entered into an ANOYA; subject group was a

rephotographed as for Experiment 2. Photographs of dalmations and between-subjects factor, and material and orientation were
dachshunds were also used as fillers in the inspection series, but were not within-subject factors. Most important, the predicted three-way
tested for recognition. interaction of subject group, material, and orientation was sig-

Th~ faces ~er~ assembled into two co~parable ~r.ies, ea~h consisting nificant, £(2, 45) = 9.40, p < .00 I. A Newman-Keuls analysis
of 36 inspection Items and 36 forced-choice recognition pairs. The dogs with a .01 criterion level indicated that for all subject groups
were also assembled into two comparable series and then each series was". . ' . '
di .d d . half t od b . h . h . . f .aces upright were recognized better than faces upside down, but

VI e In 0 pr uce two su serIes, eac WIt an inspection set 0 I fj ..
8 items. Experts saw two subseries of dogs in each orientation. The first on ~ or experts were dogs UPright recognized better than dogs

and last items in each inspection subseries were a dalmation and a dachs- upside down.

hund, and the middle 6 items were 3 cocker spaniels and 3 Irish setters. As intended, there was no significant effect of material. There
Forced-choice recognition items consisted of target dogs paired with dis- was, however, a significant effect of group, £(2, 45) = 7.94, p <

tractors of the same breed. .00 I, the undergraduate novices were superior to the experts. As
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Figure 4. Performance of experts and novices on faces and dogs presented upright and inverted in Experiment
2. Novices (S) were given a small set size on dogs, whereas novices (L) were given the same large set size as --
were experts.
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FiKl!re 5. Performance of experts and novices on faces and dogs presented upright and inverted in Experiment
3. Novices (S) were given a small set size on dogs, whereas novices (L) were given the same large set size as
were experts.

Figure 5 shows, this advantage was found for both materials. Why should expertise result in a greater sensitivity to inversion?
(The interaction of group with material was not significant.) Pre- We suggest that with expertise comes the ability to exploit the
sumably this difference reflects the relatively advanced age of the second-order relational properties that individuate members of
experts. Bartlett and Leslie (1985) showed that elderly subjects classes such as human faces and cocker spaniels. Further, we
are deficient relative to younger subjects in recogpizing faces suggest that representation of an individual in terms of these
shown only in a single view. Therefore, although expertise resulted features is particularly vulnerable to stimulus inversion. Others
in an inversion effect on encoding dogs comparable to the well- have offered hypotheses for the effect of experience on the size

established inversion effect on face encoding, expertise did not of the inversion effect that do not implicate a difference in the
result in significantly better performance. A Newman-Keuls type of distinguishing feature used by experts and novices. Gold-
analysis indicated that the experts' accuracy on upright dog fig- stein (1975) suggested that the schema for recognition becomes
ures was not significantly greater than that of novices who were more rigid with experience (and thus presumably more tied to
presented dogs at the same large set size. normal conditions of deployment), whereas Flin (1985) expressed

We conclude that memory for photographs of individual dogs the idea that increasing familiarity with a class of mono-oriented
can be as vulnerable to inversion as is face recognition. The stimuli might make inverted stimuli appear increasingly odd.
effect emerges when the dog figures presented are of precisely The Goldstein-Flin hypothesis thus implies that encoding of
those breeds which the subject has judged, bred, and handled any given feature becomes increasingly more vulnerable to in-
over several decades, a condition met in Experiment 3 but not version as the subject becomes more expert in the domain.
in Experiment 2. In contrast to experts, novices in both these

experiments performed no better on upright than on inverted E . t 4d . d. . h h di . . hi fi . f hi h xpenmenogs, In lcatIng t at t e stinguls ng eatures, In terms 0 w c
the items were represented, were equally available in the two Experiment 4 is concerned with whether orientation affects
orientations. Because we attempted to eliminate pictorial cues the evaluation of faces for the presence of named features more
unrelated to the dogs themselves, we assume that the novices than it affects the evaluation of houses or landscapes for the
used such isolated features as tufts of hair or the distinctive angle presence of named features.
of one leg. Insensitivity to inversion suggests that novices simply
do not have knowledge of any dog breed helpful in individuating Method
its members. Rather, they must rely on features characterizing
the stimuli as patterns, features not affected by orientation. The S~!ect~. Subjects were 19 undergraduates who were paid for their
. . f d . . .. . h partICIpatIonImpervIousness 0 og recogmtIon to onentatIon contrasts Wlt .'..
th 1 all b t . .fi t . . ffi . . f Matenals. Two senes of mixed photographs offaces, landscapes, and

e usua sm u slgm can InversIon e ect on recogmtIon 0 h bl d th t h b. t Id be t d . . . " ouses were assem e so a eac su ~ec cou presen e one senes
nonface stImuli, as shown, for example, In Expenment 1 for in each orientation. In all there were 46 faces, 44 houses, and 48 land-
landscapes. It appears that the novices' relevant knowledge of scapes: instances of each class were divided about equally between the
dogs is minimal compared with people's knowledge of classes two series. A mixed-practice series of 12 other photographs containing

such as landscapes and houses. 4 of each type was also constructed. The landscapes were chosen from
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among those used in Experiment I; the faces and houses were chosen Table 1
from among those used by Yin (1969); additions were made to provide Features Judged For Presence or Absence in Each Class
positive instances for some features. Within each series the three types
of materials were ordered pseudorandomly so that no type occurred more Faces Landscapes Houses
than three times in succession. After half the subjects had been run, the Wrinkles Rocks Rounded window
order of items in each series was reversed for the remainulg subjects. Beard Mountain Peaked roof

Probes were presented in the form of a word or phrase shown just High forehead Bushes Ivy
before the photograph to be judged. We attempted to probe features that Mustache Boulder Steps
were relatively isolated. The results of pilot work were used to eliminate Glasses Evergreen Po~c.h
robes that produced highly variable reaction times and to attempt to Na~r°v.: eyes Water Railingp alize the difficulty of the three types of material in the upright con- T~lck lips B~ush Sh~tters

equ . . . Big nose River Chimney
dition Table I lIsts the final set of probes used for each class. Within G h . CI.ff Bal. . . ray air I cony
each test set, each probe was used tWIce. For each type of materIal, the Bald Trees - Columns
correct responses to the two occurrences of a given probe were equally Narrow face Grass Window shades
often "yes" to both, "no" to both, and "yes" to one and "no" to the Wavy hair Sand Brick exterior
other. The series were ordered so that the correct response did not remain Buck teeth Lake Curtains
the same for more than 4 successive items. Bushy eyebrows Hills Flat roof

Procedure. A four-channel tachistoscope was used to present both Protruding ears Clouds Bay window
the probes and stimuli. Each probe was presented for I s, followed by Dimpled c.hin Meadow Wood exterior
I s of darkness. The stimulus was then presented for as long as the subject Do:ubl~ chin S?rubs Fence

. . . Thm lips Field
needed to make a response. Reaction times were measured to the mll- Std.. I . d . I d db - oneslisecond by a Iglta timer ~tarte at stlmu us onset an . stoppe y a Leafy tree
voice key relay when the subject responded. The presentation of the next
probe was controlled by the experimenter.

Subjects were instructed that for each kind of material the right answer discover whether a landscape has a rock, or a house a round
to all the probes overall would be "no" as often as "yes." They were also. .. . ..

Id h h bedfi t Id be .th I I t " I f th window. The facIlitation occurs on both UPrIght and Invertedto t at t e pro ea ure wou el er c ear y rue or.a se 0 e ..
picture, although it might not be in a central or salient location. Subjects stimuli. .. .. .

? were instructed to answer only after they had actually determined whether The absence of a Matenal X OrIentatIon interactIon means
e or not the probe was true of the picture, not to infer it, and they were that stimulus inversion does not hamper the identification of
f asked to answer as quickly as possible without making errors. nameable features of faces more than those of landscapes or
e The practice series was presented to all subjects in the upright orien- houses. For all three classes, probes were chosen so as to refer
e tation. The test series (one presented upright and the other inverted) were to relatively isolated features. To the extent that the features used
s presented immediately afterward. The order and orientation in which for faces are nevertheless more relational (e.g., "high forehead")
e the two test serie.s were presented w~re counterb~anced ac~oss sub~ects. than those used for houses (e.g., "shutters") and landscapes (e.g.,
e Before presentation ofeac~ test sene.s, each s~bJ.e~t was given. a list of "boulder;" see Table 1), we would expect this factor to add to

the set of probes to be used In that serIes. AmbiguitIes were clarified; the th d t fi .ght ., Th b.l .t f ., tI . .. . e a van age or upn laces. e com para II y 0 laces 0- experImenter provided sketches, If needed. There was a 5-mm break . . . .
s between the first and second test series. Before presentation of the inverted the other cl~~ses In thIS task suggests tha~ the inversion ~ffect on
D series, each subject was told that the pictures would be upside down and face recognItion does not rest on an UPrIght advantage In proc-
d was urged to try to answer quickly and accurately. essing the same kind of features that are processed when the
d stimulus is inverted. Although admittedly indirect, this result is
I R It consistent with our view that the inversion effect on faces (andIf esu s on dogs for dog experts) is attributable to the expert perceiver's

1- The error rate was low: 2.0% for faces, 4.7% for landscapes, greater ability to represent the upright stimulus in terms of dis-
4.3% for houses. Items on which errors occurred were excluded tinguishing second-order relational features.
from the reaction time analysis. Figure 6 shows the mean reaction Experiment 4 also bears on the claim of Mermelstein, Banks,
time for each type of material in each orientation. An ANOYA and Prinzmetal (1979) that good Gestalt facilitates memory for
revealed main effects for orientation, F( 1, 18) = 42.92, p < .00 1, particular features but not perceptual search for those same fea-

ts and for material, F(2, 36) = 42.08, p < .001. There was no tures. Using schematic faces, they replicated Homa, Haver, and
'e interaction between material and orientation. A Newman-Keuls Schwartz's (1976) finding that normal faces had an advantage
Ie analysis with a .05 criterion level indicated that reaction times over scrambled faces in subjects' search for a feature that was

for all three kinds of material were faster for upright presentation specified after offset of the face. In contrast, when the feature
than for inverted presentation. Faces were easier than landscapes was specified first, Mermelstein et al. found an advantage for the
and houses, both upright and inverted. In sum, although we did scrambled face. Our data conflict with Mermelstein et al.'s finding
not SUcceed in equalizing the difficulty of all three kinds of ma- of no advantage (indeed, a slight disadvantage) of the upright in

ir terial in the upright orientation, inversion affected all classes perceptual search. However, our stimuli were real facial photo-

d eqUally. graphs, and our prior probes were verbal. In our case, judgment
I Faster responses and lower error rates on facial features than of whether the named feature is present appears to require pro-
~ On features of landscapes or houses probably reflect the fact that cessing similar to that involved in selecting distinguishing features
Ie .aIJ faces share the same overall configuration. This should facil- in terms of which to individuate a newly presented face. De-
18 ltate performance because the subject need not search as widely ployment of knowledge offaces held in memory appears essential
ID to discover whether a face has a mustache or narrow eyes as to in this perceptual search task as it does not in the experiments

I
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~ Figure 6. Reaction time to respond to probes for faces, landscapes, and houses, presented upright and inverted.r,if

r! with schematic faces. It is reference to a canonical representation 1981), there are cases in which prosopagnosics who formerly
[' of this knowledge during individuation that we have suggested had expertise with certain animals (the ability to identify species I

",' underlies the upright advantage for all classes of mono-oriented of birds, distinguish individual cows) lost the ability to recognize
I objects, them when they lost the ability to recognize faces (Bornstein,

(:if'} , . . 1963; Bomstein, Sroka, & Munitz, 1969). Moreover, Damasio
'.':f.;;t General ?ISCus.sIon . et ~. (1982) confir~ed ~xperimentally r.e~orts t~at prosopagnosic
..If. We have explored two questions. First, what IS the source of patIents have specific difficulty recognIZIng unique members of

the large detriment to face recogcnition associated with inversion? nonface classes that share an overall similarity of visual shape
Second, are faces unique in the sense of being represented in (e.g., automobiles, abstract symbols, or some animals). Giveni ' memory in terms of distinguishing features that are especially these results and those of Experiment 3, it is unlikely that there

sensitive to inversion? The second question has received a clear is neural substrate dedicated to face encoding. However, it is
answer: No, faces are not special. The recognition of at least one certainly consistent with evidence from these studies of proso-
other class of stimuli (dogs) is as sensitive to orientation as is pagnosia to postulate a processor specialized for the encoding
recognition of faces provided that the perceivers are as expert at of members of classes who share a configuration.
representing dogs as are adults at representing faces. Examination of patients with face-recognition impairments

In answering the second question, we have constrained an an- less severe than those found in prosopagnosia has also produced
swer to the first, Cocker spaniels or Irish setters, like faces, share pertinent data. Focal lesions of the right hemisphere interfere
the same basic configuration in the sense of the superimposition selectively with the recognition of unfamiliar faces (e.g., Benton
test; suitably normalized representations can be superimposed, & Van Allen, 1968; De Renzi & Spinnler, 1966; Milner, 1968;
or averaged, and the resulting representation is still recognizable Warrington & James, 1967). Yin (1970b) showed that patients
as a member of that class. Although individual landscapes are with posterior right hemisphere damage were selectively impaired
surely distinguished at least in part on the basis of relational on upright faces, and not on either inverted faces or upright or
properties, all landscapes do not share the same configuration inverted houses. The idea that the right hemisphere is selectively

! in this sense. We tentatively suggest that the large inversion effect involved in processing upright faces is also supported by the
will emerge whenever three conditions are met. First, the mem- results of divided visual field studies in adults and children. Sev-
bers of the class must share a configuration. Second, it must be eral investigators showed a greater right-hemisphere advantage
possible to individuate the members of the class on the basis of for upright than for inverted faces in tachistoscopic recogcnition
second-order relational features. Third, subjects must have the tasks (Leehey, Carey, Diamond & Cahn, 1978; Rapaczynski &
expertise to exploit such features. Ehrlichman, 1979; Young, 1984; Young & Bion, 1980, 1981).

Other classes of stimuli besides faces and dogs should meet Both sets of results are consistent with right-hemisphere spe-
these conditions. Certainly any biological class whose members cialization for the extraction of second-order relational infor-
are individuated should do so. Relevant observations have been mation in terms of which experts in a class are hypothesized to
made of patients suffering from pro sop agnosia, a neurological represent new instances.
condition in which there is an extreme deficit in recognizing In several studies the effect of inversion on face recogcnition
familiar faces. Although the nature of these patients' impairment has been reported to increase over the first decade of life (Carey
in recognizing faces has received several different descriptions & Diamond, 1977; Carey, Diamond & Woods, 1980; F1in, 1980;
(see, e.g., Damasio, Damasio, & Van Hoesen, 1982; Hecaen, Goldstein, 1975). We suggest that increasing age brings about a

"'-- ~ ..;
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gain in expertise, e~pressed in ability to exploit the distinguishing Hecaen, H. (1981). The neur~ychology of face recognition. In G. Davies,
second-ord~r relational f~~tures faces afford. With regard to the H. Ellis, & J. Shepherd (Eds.), Perceiving and remembering faces (pp.
representation of unfamiliar faces, children under 10 years of 39-54). New York: Academic Press.
age resemble the novices attempting to represent dogs in Ex- Hochberg, J., & Galper, R. E. (1967). Recognition of faces: I. An ex-
periments 2 and 3; by age 10 children become masters of faces, ploratory study. Psychonomic Science, 9, 619-620.
just as our dog experts in Experiment 3 became masters at rep- Homa, ~., H~ver,.B., & Schwartz, T. (1976). Perceptibility of schematic

senting S
POrtin g dogs face stImuli: EvIdence for a perceptual gestalt. Memory and Cognition.

re. 4,176-185.
Kohler, W. (1940). Dynamics in psychology. New York: Liveright.
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